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            Benchmarks and Performance Tests

            
              
                We create benchmarking software that helps you measure the hardware performance of your PC, tablet and smartphone. Running our benchmarks regularly, and especially before and after making changes to your system, can highlight setup and stability problems. Comparing scores from similar systems can help you choose between upgrades and new components. We maintain the world's largest and most comprehensive online hardware performance database, using millions of benchmark results to help you find the best hardware.

              

            

            
              
                	World's most popular benchmarks and PC tests.
	Speed tests for your PC, notebook and tablet.
	Measure the effect of upgrading and overclocking.
	Compare scores and find the best hardware.


              

            

          

          

        

      

    

    
      
        
          
            
          
          

          
            UL Procyon suite

            UL Procyon is a new suite of benchmarks for professional users. It includes tests for office productivity, photo and video editing and more. Each benchmark is designed for a specific use case and uses real applications where possible.
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            AI Inference benchmark for Windows

            The UL Procyon AI Inference Benchmark for Windows gives insights into how AI inference engines perform on your hardware in a Windows environment, helping you decide which engines to support to achieve the best performance.
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            Testdriver

            Testdriver is a benchmark automation platform for enterprise IT managers and other power users. With Testdriver, you can test and monitor the performance of endpoint systems in multiple locations remotely from one central console.
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            Office Productivity Benchmark

            The UL Procyon Office Productivity Benchmark uses Microsoft Word, Excel, PowerPoint and Outlook to measure PC performance. The benchmark combines the relevance of real world apps with the convenience of a standardized test.
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            3DMark

            Benchmark everything from smartphones and tablets to high-end, multi-GPU gaming desktops. And it's not just for Windows. You can compare your scores with Android and iOS devices too.
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            PCMark 10

            PCMark 10 offers a range of performance benchmarks, battery life tests, and dedicated storage benchmarks that model the typical tasks performed in the modern workplace.
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              3DMark Steel Nomad will be free for all 3DMark users.

              December 20, 2023
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              Using 3DMark to measure sustained performance.

              December 13, 2023
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              New NPUs supported by Procyon AI Benchmark

              November 16, 2023
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              A preview of 3DMark Steel Nomad

              November 10, 2023
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                        About UL Solutions

                         UL Solutions is a global safety science company that's dedicated to helping its customers achieve their safety, security and sustainability goals. Discover more at UL.com.
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